IIT Delhi celebrates its 65th Foundation Day

The Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, celebrated its 65th Foundation Day. Prof. T.G. Sitharam, Chairman of AICTE, and former Director, IIT Guwahati, delivered the Foundation Day Institute Lecture titled "Transformation of Technical Education in the Era of Disruptive Innovation." Faculty Awards for the year 2022 were also announced and distributed on the occasion.
74th Republic Day Celebrations at IIT Delhi
The Indian Institute of Technology celebrated the 74th Republic Day. Prof. Rangan Banerjee, Director, IIT Delhi, hoisted the National Flag. Several contingents comprising IIT Delhi students also took out a parade.

IIT Delhi organised VIBHINN - IIT Delhi’s Pride Festival

The Office of Diversity and Inclusion organised IIT Delhi’s first-ever LGBTQIA+ Pride festival - VIBHINN 2022. Seven years back, IIT Delhi was the first college in Delhi to host an LGBTQIA+ Pride March. Queer collectives from 11 IITs and 30 pan-India colleges, professionals from the LGBTQIA+ community and prominent queer activists across India joined the event.

Literati - The Literary Festival organised at IIT Delhi
The Literary Festival of IIT Delhi - Literati was organised at the IIT Delhi campus. The festival saw various events, with 3 prominent faces from the Media and Film Industry also joining as keynote speakers. The speakers at the event were Saurabh Dwivedi, Nandita Das and Sonal Mehrotra Kapoor.

MoU signed for "OnBoard" - A Solution for Visually Impaired To Access Public Buses

Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi, Technology company Continental, and Raised Lines Foundation (RLF) have come together for the deployment of "OnBoard", a technology solution for assisting visually impaired people to access public buses independently. RLF is a spin-off from Assistech Lab in Khosla School of Information Technology and is incubated at IIT Delhi as a first not for profit social enterprise.
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